Petroleum Refiner — Reimbursement for Remediation

Regulatory Expertise
Leads to $56,000 Windfall
Many states reimburse companies for
performing government-mandated
environmental cleanups. But getting these
valuable reimbursements requires time, effort
and a detailed knowledge of bureaucratic
procedures, expertise that often must come
from outside consultants.

PSC notified Premcor, which asked PSC to look
into the matter. PSC discovered that, while
another consultant had performed remediation
at the site, they never filed the appropriate
paperwork for Premcor to be reimbursed.
Having significant experience performing such
remediations themselves, as well as getting
state reimbursements
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Both submissions were successful, providing
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(LUST) fund which will reimburse these
remediation costs up to 100 percent –
assuming the proper paperwork is filed.
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When it comes to clean-ups, PSC delivers both
in the field and on the balance sheet.
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Recently, PSC was contacted by Missouri’s
Petroleum Store Tank Insurance Fund
(MPSTIF) with news that an open budget
approval from 2005 was still in their
system.

